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It was one 
incredible day in the Tri-

Cities! From 9 AM to 9 PM, it was 
non-stop STEEL ON STEEL. The enthusiastic crowd 

of over 1000 attendees, including more than 150 
pastors, gave their hearty endorsement of presentation 
after presentation. Nothing like solid doctrinal truths 
unabashedly presented, complemented by awesome 
Power Point slides, and mixed with lots of wit and humor. Result: Eight Bible 
studies that will STEEL your mind! And with all that’s going on in the world . . . 

Get this awesome armor TODAY!
Russ Miller • Creation Ministries, AZ
America’s Christian Roots

Listening to the liberals you would think this 
nation was founded by a bunch of atheists! 
But that is far from the truth. You’ll learn the 
backgrounds and testimonies of our founding 
fathers, and incredible pictures of our nation’s 
capital today—with Christianity prominent on 
most every key building. God bless America!

Bruce Malone • Search for the Truth, MI
Scientific Evidences 
for a Young Earth

Learn how to easily defend Genesis 1 and a six 
day creation. Outstanding slides and information 
in layman’s terms!

Chuck Missler • Koinonia House, ID
Inside Report: Israel &  

the Middle East
Chuck flew back from Israel and the Middle East 
the day before the conference to give a first-hand 
account of what’s really going on behind the 
scenes. He shared what he found and what to 
watch for in the news as these latter days draw 
to a close. Caution: A bit unnerving!
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lots of

steel on

steel!
lots of

steel on

steel!from the Tri-Cities

Don Perkins• According to Prophecy, CA
End-Time Prophecy Deceptions
Satan’s throwing more dirt and spreading more 
lies than we can keep up with! Don outlines 
his top lies and deception in one awesome 
presentation.

T.A. McMahon • The Berean Call, OR
Is “Christian Psychology” 

Biblical?
Christians are being duped left and right, as is the 
rest of the world, on the need for counselors to 
tell you how to feel. Now counseling has become 
the #1 major in almost every Seminary. But is this 
latter day phenomenon scriptural? Tom shows you 
Biblical facts that will raise a lot of eyebrows!

Mike Gendron• Proclaiming the Gospel, TX
Which Gospel is  
the True Gospel?

There is so much trash being taught in today’s 
churches— what exactly is the truth? And is truth 
being proclaimed in your church? Learn the true 
Biblical model to be able to filter out deception!

Russ Miller • Creation Ministries, AZ
Darwin vs. Scientific Facts 

Textbooks in every public school in America hold 
Charles Darwin in high esteem. Unfortunately, his 
theories don’t hold scientific water! Get the facts 
to be better able to defend Genesis 1!

23 Minutes in Hell Bill Weise

Bill has a story to tell that will forever change the way you 
talk to your non-Christian friends. It’s so incredible we were, 
at first, dubious of it’s authenticity! But after careful research, 
we believe he’s true blue. And if nothing else, his story is 
scripturally accurate. Quite motivating!

Order these awesome DVDs!
Great armor to  
pass around!

See order form on page 15  
for huge discounts
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Join us for

o r a n g e  c o u n t y
Saturday, February 16, 2008 • Ocean Hills Church

The liberals have the ball first and goal on 
the one yard line . . . wait, here comes a new 
quarterback, and . . . is it a woman?!
Good grief! What in the world is going on?
Churches all over America are in a doctrinal 

mess, our Government is forcing Israel to 
give up God’s land, and political correctness 
has gone beyond belief! So what should a 

Believer make of all this latter day excitement? Well, we’ve 
invited the best and brightest speakers in America to come 
deal with an array of these tough subjects facing Christians 
today.  Most consider these topics too hot to handle but hey, 
it’s late in the game and who knows what is just around the 
corner. So plan to join us for this no nonsense, tell-it-like-it-
is, highly conservative Bible conference that defends a literal 
translation of the Bible. But register early, last year sold out 
with standing room only. Bring your Bible and a sharp pencil 
and join us for some fun!

(Due to parking challenges last year, we have reduced the number of tickets to be sold, so register early!)

Register Today!

Conference Location
Ocean Hills Church

32222 Del Obispo
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675 
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Don’t miss this great  
STEEL on STEEL!

Mike Gendron • Proclaiming the Gospel, TX
Why Evangelize If God’s Already Chosen? 
Predestination or Free Will, which is it? Mike takes a tough 
area and outlines a scriptural masterpiece. Finally!

9am

Mike Riddle • Answers in Genesis, KY
How DNA Destroys Evolution  

Mike is a retired Marine Officer, former Microsoft business executive 
and decathlon champion and he’s one great communicator, presenting 

his message in layman’s terms and using incredible slides. Fun!

10am

Bob DeWaay • Twin City Fellowship, MN
Dangers of the Growing Emergent Church
Not many have even heard of this fast-growing movement. But its subtle 
unbiblical doctrines may already be affecting your home church. Learn 
what to watch for as Bob compares Biblical truth vs Satan’s lies—that have 
already invaded tens of thousands of good churches across America!

11am

Ed Hindson • Liberty University, VA
The Shekinah Glory

The Shekinah Glory first showed up in the Tabernacle in the 
wilderness and is gone by the time Jesus was walking on the earth. 

Ed, Vice-Chancellor of Liberty University, traces His fascinating 
history and future return. Awesome!

1:30pm

Ray Comfort • Living Waters Publications, CA
The Divine Butler
Fires, floods, mayhem and disasters . . . is it from God? Ray delves 
deep as always with his unique style and delivery. Stand up and yell!

4:30pm

Chuck Missler • Koinonia House, ID
High Tech in the Bible

As only Chuck Missler can do, this is one fascinating Bible study 
of all the areas of high technology buried within scripture. Some 

obvious, some you’ve never imagined! Go Chuck!

7:00pm
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Roger Oakland • Understand the Times Ministries, Canada
Ten Bible Prophecies Being Fulfilled Today!
Our Bible reads more like the morning newspaper every day! This 
will be an awesome update of Bible prophecy fulfillment showing 
how close we really are to being outta here!

2:30pm

Mike Riddle • Answers in Genesis, KY
Dinosaurs in the Bible

A fascinating account of how the Bible is consistent with 
 the existence of dinosaurs. This will be awesome!

3:30pm

Great Speakers / Tough Topics



At our last conference, we tested this 
and it worked incredibly well. We sent the 
conference, live, to two additional churches 
where they projected it on their large screens 
to delighted attendees. People were glued to 
the screens as all the speakers used incredible 
power point slides and video clips to 
hammer home their rock-solid messages.

To have it at your church, all you need 
is high-speed Internet, a projector, and a 
tech-savvy person to set it up on a laptop. 
We’ll work with the tech guy to test 
everything out ahead of time to insure 
everything works. Cost, only $1,000 to 
share this incredible day. You can pass the 
hat, ask for a donation at the door, or sell 
tickets to cover the cost. Several churches 
can go together and split the cost so you 

can offer the conference for free in your 
area. Hey, that’ll draw a crowd! 

To insure it will be a success, we’ll furnish 
you with great personalized advertising: 
church bulletin inserts, radio spots and 
print ads. We’ll also send you conference 
programs. After the conference, once we 
get the Steeling presentations edited, we’ll 
send the host church the complete set of 
conference DVDs for their library.

So call today and sign up for Steeling the 
Mind, live by satellite, in your church! One 
thing for sure, it’s a great Steel on Steel day 
for all who attend! Great armor for the body!

(Note, due to the time differences, this only really 
works well for Pacific, Rocky Mountain and Central 
Time Zones. Sorry East Coast!)

at YOUR ChURCh at YOUR ChURCh

Let’s hear it for new technology!
Now you can enjoy the awesome Steeling the Mind Bible Conference, 

with its great speakers and tough topics, live via satellite! 

To ask questions or set up your church
for great STEEL ON STEEL, Saturday, February 16,

   Call Compass • 1-800-977-2177 9-4 Pacific

  or email Bill Perkins: wp@compass.org
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this February!this February!

Steeling Bible 
Conference

Steeling Bible 
Conference

(And we do all the work!)

Israel
 Imagine walking along the shores of the Sea of Galilee where 

Jesus based His ministry . . . praying in the Garden of 
Gethsemane . . . viewing the Old City of Jerusa-

lem from the Mount of Olives . . . standing 
on the very spot Jesus will reign as King 

on earth . . . and peering into the 
Empty Tomb. You’ll NEVER 
read your Bible the same 
again. Hey, you'll never be 
the same again, period!

 From the coastal cities along 
the Mediterranean to Galilee to 

Jerusalem, Israel is not only rich with 
past Biblical history, but she is marked 

as the place where all the greatest events of the 
future will unfold before all the nations of the world.  

And once you’ve walked in those places, the imagery and the 
impact will stay with you for the rest of your life.  As believers, there is 
something about Israel that feels like home to all of us.
 Stay a little longer, see a lot more!
      You also have the option of extend-
ing your Israel trip by a few days to take 
a Mediterranean cruise. You’ll fly to 
stunning Athens, Greece. From there you will board one of the nicest 
ships on the Mediterranean and visit Ephesus, Patmos, Rhodes, and 
Corinth before heading home. Wow! Pray about joining us!

and a Mediterranean Cruise to Athens, 
Patmos, Ephesus, Corinth and Rhodes!
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Mediterranean Sea

Greece
Turkey

Athens

Patmos

•

•
•

Ephesus

Call TODAY for a brochure  
with all the details!

1-800-977-2177  
www.compass.org

April 2-15, 2008

Join us for the trip of lifetime to

Rhodes
Corinth



Question 
   Is there anything wrong with Christians allowing their children to think 

Santa Claus is real?

Typical Answers 
  Give me a break, children are usually so young when they are doing the Santa 

thing that it could hardly matter!

  My parents played the Santa game and it didn’t hurt me, so what’s the big deal?

  When my children ask if Santa is real, then I will tell them the truth. But until 
they ask, I enjoy watching their little eyes light up on Christmas morning.

A pastor with a large national following once said: 
 �I�find�it�impossible�to�believe�God�will�be�eclipsed�by�the�silhouette�of�Santa’s�

sleigh rising in the Christmas sky. (http://www.livingway.org/articles/SANTA2.html)

A recent MSNBC article said this: 
  Fully 86 percent in the poll believed in Santa as a child. And despite the multi-

ethnic nature of the country, more than 60 percent of those with children at 
home consider Santa important in their holiday celebrations now.”  
AP-AOL News poll <http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/16329025/>

 So, with so many Christians intertwining Christmas with Santa, at least when 
their kids are at an early age, could anything really be wrong with it? I think there’s 
a strong case it’s VERY wrong. Here’s why.

 Let’s start with a simple question, “should Christians lie?” God says: 
  Truthful lips will be established forever, but a lying tongue is only for a 

moment. Proverbs 12:19

 We know our iniquities:
  Transgressing and denying the LORD, And turning away from our God, 

speaking oppression and revolt, conceiving in and uttering from the heart 
lying words. Isaiah 59:12,13

  There are six things which the LORD hates, Yes, seven which are an 
abomination to Him: Haughty eyes, a lying tongue, Proverbs 6:16,17 

 Based on the Word of God, I think it’s safe to say God hates lying—all lying—
about anything, anytime. He hates it so much that lying will be non-existent in 
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Santa’sSanta’s
the new heaven and earth (Revelation 21:27, 22:15). So the next question is: “Is 
allowing your kids to believe that ‘Santa’ is real the same as lying to them?” And 
once they realize that you mislead them about Santa, no matter how good your 
intentions, how do they know that you won’t do the same thing when you tell them 
things about God? They can’t see Santa, they only believe what you say about him. 
They can’t see God either . . .

	 Websters’	definition	of	“lie”	includes	this	phrase: 
  “ . . . a situation involving deception or founded on a mistaken impression.”

 So it seems pretty clear that Christians who play the Santa game are lying to their 
kids and that’s not what God wants.

 What’s more remarkable is that the truth is so much better. What in the world is 
wrong with teaching our kids that Christmas is the celebration of the birth of Jesus,  
our Savior?

 I realize that debunking Santa in your home, especially if you have kids, is not 
easy. We took the “no Santa tack” as we raised our two girls. It caused several 
awkward moments because there were so many kids and adults into Santa Claus. 
I simply taught my kids that Christmas was Jesus’ birthday and Santa was a lie. I 
also taught them that they were sinners and needed a Savior.

 You can imagine what happened when a well-meaning adult would come up and say, 
“Is Santa coming to see you?” They would say, “nooooo.” That invariably brought on the 
next question, “Well, have you been bad?” And the kids would respond, “Yes.” By the time 
they explained their limited understanding of “He who 
says he has no sin, deceives himself” and that “Santa was 
for non-Christians,” the adult was usually red-faced with 
embarrassment.

 But the upside was that our Christmas 
celebrations have been, and still are, full of joy. There 
are gifts, and surprises, and wonderment—but it’s 
all	centered	around	Jesus,	not	a	fictional	character	
who mimics the omniscience and omnipresence of 
God. Santa Claus is nothing more than a poor Jesus 
substitute promoting a works doctrine (“He knows if 
you’ve been bad or good . . .”).
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ClawsClaws

Continued on page 14



How to Study Your Bible Kay Arthur
Kay’s taught her rock-solid “precept upon precept” Bible study program to thousands and 
now you can get a great overview on this set of two presentations on one DVD! This a 
life-impacting teaching for Christians of every age, whether you are a new or old believer. 
Learn to glean the most from your Bible every time you open it!

The Bible’s Big Picture Compass International 
This unique video covers Genesis to Revelation in one sitting—from God’s perspective—in 
just 30 minutes! Beginning with Adam, you journey through time, covering key areas along 
God’s timetable, including the period dead-ahead (rapture/ tribulation).

Biblical Dispensations Paul Van Noy
THE most undertaught and misunderstood of all critical doctrines has finally been 
explained in layman’s terms. Using outstanding graphics, Paul walks you through each of the 
seven major dispensations, or time periods. And by applying this model to scripture, it sure 
clears up a lot of misunderstood verses!

The Book of Genesis in 55 Minutes Gerald Robison
As a former Walk Thru The Bible instructor, Gerald knows how to condense scriptural 
teaching into easy to remember pieces.  And what better book to have a complete 
understanding of then the foundational book of Genesis!

The Old Testament in 55 Minutes Gerald Robison
An awesome overview of the OT! Watch this once and the OT will  
forever fit neatly in your mind.

The Book of Exodus in 55 Minutes Gerald Robison
Get an incredible overview of one of the richest books in the Bible! Follow Moses through 
the plagues and Red Sea split to the Ark and wilderness wanderings. Great visuals!

The Book of Daniel in 55 Minutes Ed Hindson
An incredible overview of the most prophecy-rich book in the Bible.

The Gospels in 55 Minutes Gerald Robison
This is stand up and yell! You won’t believe all you didn’t know about the life of Jesus!

The Best-Kept Secret in the Church Mike Gendron
Almost every Christian alive today misses this one important doctrinal fact.  And once 
understood clearly, this secret literally changes your Christian walk forever!

The Seven Most Important Spiritual Gifts Ed Hindson
The Bible says God gives each Christian a spiritual gift. Learn what the Bible says are the 
seven MOST important gifts and what they mean to you!

the Best of
Bible Basics 

Great gifts for new Believers and/or church library!

Excellent for new and mature Christians to use at home or as a church 
library resource—great scripturally tight overviews to help you grasp the 
“Big Picture” before delving into deeper truths.

See page 15 to order these awesome studies TODAY!
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2nd Coming
of Christ

New Heaven
& Earth

The 70 Weeks of Daniel

Israel scattered

Jews Blinded

  

For tape & book catalog,
call 1-800-977-2177

H O L Y  S P I R I T

Rev 20, IS 65:25

1000 years

Dan 9:24-27

Ez 11:16, Hos 3:4, 9:17, Jn 12:40

Jn 12:4070
 A

D

19
48

 A
D

Jude 14. 2 Thes 2:8

Jn 14:16, Acts 2:1-4, 2Thes 2:7,
1Cor 15:51-52, 1 Thes 4:16-17

J E S U S  P R E P A R E S Jn 14:2,3 

69 weeks of Daniel
483 years

70th Week of Daniel
7 years (detail on reverse)
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Continued on page 1411

 Evolution, secular or theistic, has been 
promoted by our schools and universities 
so forcefully in the last 50 years that 
most people, including 
Christians, believe 
it’s a scientific fact 
that we evolved 
over millions 
of years. It is 
so prevalent 
that even the 
Pope believes 
that evolution 
plays some role in 
our existence.1

 But despite the fanfare and 
perpetual roll-out of the evolutionary 
model from every direction, a growing 
number of scientists (some Believers, 
some not) are pointing to the myriads 
of holes in the Theory of Evolution. It’s 
simply not a proven scientific theory, not 
based on scientific facts and actually falls 
apart when closely examined by anyone 
honestly willing to look at the facts.
 To help armor Believers with scientific 
facts to defend a literal six day creation, 
we include a speaker or two at every 
Steeling the Mind Bible conference on 
various science and the Bible subjects. 
Through the years, we have built up an 
arsenal of excellent studies on DVD.

 One of the best “defense of the faith” 
speakers we’ve had make presentations at 

our Steeling conferences is Mike 
Riddle. He is a former 

Marine officer, 
former decathlon 

champion, 
and former 
Microsoft 
executive 
(think great 

power point 
slides!). He 

presents scientific 
facts clearly, concisely, 

and professionally. The best of 
his many Steeling presentation is Big Bang 
and the Bible. It is an awesome tool to 
teach Christians how to defend creation. 
But because it uses so many pure scientific 
facts, it can be given to those who believe 
in evolution. It stops them in their tracks- 
often making them realize they have been 
taught a lie.
 So if you want to 
hear an articulate 
defense of creation/
intelligent design 
that won’t insult your 
intelligence, get this 
excellent DVD! And 
pass it around!
1http://www.newadvent.org/library/

Defending the assault against being created in God’s image

Order info, page 15.



We get soooo tired of people like Madonna 
and Mick Jagger prominently wearing crosses 
when they sing and act like they follow the 
dark side. We think it’s unlikely that they 
realize the true meaning of the symbol hang-
ing around their neck is “blood atonement 

available!” So to make a point, we designed a pendant around our favorite spot in 
Jerusalem—the Empty Tomb.

It really is becoming quite the item. It’s pretty but subtle and when you wear it, people 
invariably ask, “What is that?” We suggest a simply reply, “It’s the doorway of the 
Empty Tomb where Jesus rose from the dead 
in Jerusalem.” And by the expression on their 
face, you know immediately whether you’re 
witnessing or fellowshipping!

With the price of gold and silver going up, 
these prices will also go up soon. And rest 
assured, you’ll never see Madonna wearing the 
Empty Tomb!

Madonna won’t wear 

“He is not here, 
        for He has risen!”
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Anyone can wear a cross . . .
      but only a Believer will wear
                           the resurrection!

The Empty Tomb
P e n d a n t
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Available in 14K Gold or Sterling Silver

Small
14K Donation of  $350

Sterling Donation of $19.95

Medium
14K Donation of  $500

Sterling Donation of  $29.95

The Empty Tomb
Jerusalem, Israel

Order today! 1-800-977-2177 • www.compass.org
(or via mail, see page 15)

Great

Gift Idea!

Large
14K Donation of  $700

Sterling Donation of  $39.95

Large Stone Cut
14K Donation of   $700

Sterling Donation of  $49.95



							Susie	and	I	are	the	first	to	admit	we	made	a	lot	of	mistakes	with	our	kids.	So	
don’t think for a moment that we’re saying “do what we do.” Just that it can be done 
by the graciousness of God—and a lot of prayer!  So our hope is that you ask the Lord 
to	give	you	wisdom	and	confidence	in	this	tricky	area.

May you have an incredible celebration of Jesus’ birthday!
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Santa’s Claws
Continued from page 9

Santa’s Claws
Bill Perkins, Executive Director
Compass International, Inc.

We have a limited supply of Ahava that we 
brought back from our last Israel trip. If you’ve 
ever used it, you know it’s incredible. Especially 
when you realize it’s made from the history of 
the ages! 

While they last!
$15 each or 3 for $36.

See page 15 to order or www.compass.org

We have Ahava!  
The incredible hand cream from Israel’s Dead Sea

How to keep getting the

We love sending you this Believer-stretching digest, but if we don’t hear from you, it’s likely 
that you will be dropped from our mailing list. You can send us an email with your mailing 
address and say, Hey, keep me on your list,” or drop us a note in the mail. Or just call the toll 
free number. Of course the best way is to just buy something, then you’ll be there forever! :-)

c o m m u n i q u e

    S U G G E S T E D  D O N A T I O N S
   AUDIO TAPE  AUDIO CD  DVD-R
■ Choose a single title  ❐ $6.95 ❐  $9.95 ❐  $19.95 
■ Choose any 3 titles  ❐  $18.95 Save $2! ❐  $24.95 Save $5! ❐  $49.95 Save $10!

■ Choose any 8 titles  ❐  $39.95 Save $15! ❐  $59.95 Save $20! ❐  $99.95 Save $60!

■ Choose any 12 titles  ❐  $49.95 Save $33! ❐  $79.95 Save $40! ❐  $129.95 Save $110!

■ Special All 18 above (19 DVDs)  ❐  $59.95 Save $65! ❐  $99.95 Save $80! ❐  $169.95 Save $210!

O r d e r  F O r m

Name ____________________________________ Email  _____________________
Address _______________________________________________________________
City ____________________________ State ________ Zip ___________________

❐ Check enclosed  Payable to Compass      ❐ Please bill my credit card: M/C, Visa, Disc, AmEx

#__________-__________-__________- __________ Exp. date  ________
Signature (Credit Card only) ____________________  Day Phone  _______________
MAIL ORDERS TO Compass International, Inc. • P.O. Box 3747 • Coeur d’Alene, ID 83816 

800-977-2177 9-4 PST  • FAX 208-762-3363 ONLINE: www.compass.org

TITLE AUDIO AUDIO CD DVD
Steeling Tri-Cities 
Which Gospel is the True Gospel Mike Gendron ❐ S7TWGA ❐ S7TWGCD ❐ S7TWGD
End-Time Prophecy Deceptions Don Perkins ❐ S7TEPA ❐ S7TEPCD ❐ S7TEPD
Darwin vs. Scientific Facts Russ Miller ❐ S7TDMA ❐ S7TDMCD ❐ S7TDMD
Inside Report: Israel & the Middle East C. Missler ❐ S7TIMA ❐ S7TIMCD ❐ S7TIMD
Scientific Evidences for a Young Earth B. Malone ❐ S7TSMA ❐ S7TSMCD ❐ S7TSMD
Is “Christian Psychology” Biblical? T.A. McMahon ❐ S7TCMA ❐ S7TCMCD ❐ S7TCMD
America’s Christian Roots Russ Miller ❐ S7TAMA ❐ S7TAMCD ❐ S7TAMD
23 Minutes in Hell Bill Weise ❐ S7TMWA ❐ S7TMWCD ❐ S7TMWD
The Best of Bible Basics
How to Study Your Bible Kay Arthur  ❐ S6CHAA ❐ S6CHACD ❐ S6CHAD
The Bible’s Big Picture Compass International, Inc. ❐ N/A  ❐ N/A ❐ BBPD
Biblical Dispensations Paul Van Noy  ❐ S6SBVA ❐ S6SBVCD ❐ S6SBVD
The Old Testament in 55 Minutes Gerald Robison ❐ S6LORA ❐ S6LORCD ❐ S6LORD
The Book of Genesis in 55 Minutes Gerald Robison ❐ S1BRA  ❐ S1BRCD ❐ S1BRD
The Book of Exodus in 55 Minutes Gerald Robison ❐ S7CERA ❐ S7CERCD ❐ S7CERD
The Book of Daniel in 55 Minutes Ed Hindson ❐ S3SDHA ❐ S3SDHCD ❐ S3SDHD
The Gospels in 55 Minutes Gerald Robison ❐ S3SGRA ❐ S3SGRCD ❐ S3SGRD
The Best-Kept Secret in the Church Mike Gendron ❐ S5LBGA ❐ S5LBGCD ❐ S5LBGD
The Seven Most Important Spiritual Gifts Hindson ❐ S2CSHA ❐ S2CSHCD ❐ S2CSHD
Big Bang and the Bible Mike Riddle  ❐ S4CBRA ❐ S4CBRCD ❐ S4CBRD
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SUB-TOTAL $ _____ + $3.00 shipping + Extra Donation* $ _____ Thank you! = TOTAL $ _________

*Compass is a 501(c)(3) organization, a receipt will be mailed.

Empty Tomb Pendants & Ahava Handcream 
     F O R  A  D O N A T I O N  O F

Sterling Silver p Small $19.95 p Medium $29.95 p Large $39.95 p Large Stone $49.95

14K Gold p Small $350 p Medium $500 p Large $700 p Large Stone $700
Ahava p 1 Tube (100 ml) $15 p 3 Tubes (3 x 100 ml) $36


